The Summer Season should be easy to cope with using PARKERS Equipment and preparations. “Perfecto” range of golf course equipment from stock.

Brushing and harrowing, mowing, light piercing, preceding watering, weed spraying, fertilising (dry and liquid), marking out, etc. etc.

RANSOMES’ official appointed repair agents and specialist distributors for London.

WHALEBONE BRUSHES—DRAGMATS—CHAIN HARROWS—MOWERS—Fine Precision, Hand or Motor—GANG MOWERS—Triple to Nonuple—SISIS AERATION—WATERING EQUIPMENT from Small Rotaries to Self Travelling Sprinklers and Spraylines—WEED KILLERS 2-4D, M.C.P.A., 2-4D + 2-45T and KILL-ALL WEEDKILLERS—SPRAYERS in variety, from inexpensive hand and knapsack to Motorised and Tractor Operated—FERTILISERS our own Verdant Mixtures and proprietary brands to straight ammonia, chalk etc.—MARKERS for all purposes, two wheel, three wheel and four wheel.

Truly simple when you PARKERISE. Immediate deliveries from stock

T. PARKER & SONS (TURF MANAGEMENT) LTD., The Spatriicultural Specialists

WORCESTER PARK, SURREY. DERwent 7791

Efficient Mower Repairs carried out on our own premises.